Simple color, intensity representations of polarimetric synthetic aperture radar (PolSAR) images fail to show the physical characteristics of the recorded ground objects, so several coherent and incoherent decomposition theorems have been proposed in the state-of-the-art literature. All these decompositions assume the fact that any scattering mechanism can be represented as the sum of some simpler, ,,canonicalˮ scattering mechanisms. Following the same assumption, in this paper we employ the independent component analysis (ICA) for PolSAR images representation. Since ICA is a method used for blind sources separation, we expect that the derived ICA channels represent as well as possible certain types of scattering mechanisms present in the image. ICA decomposition is validated against the coherent Pauli and the incoherent H/a/α decompositions. The normalized compression distance (NCD) is used as a measure of quality of decompositions. Experiments are made on a SLC L-band F-SAR image over Kaufbeuren airfield, Germany.
INTRODUCTION
Polarimetric SAR images are composed of four recordings (channels), corresponding to horizontal and vertical polarizations for both emitting and receiving channels. Each recording is composed of complex-valued samples. If we want to take full advantage of these characteristics, we first have to find a PolSAR images representation which can describe the physical properties of the recorded ground objects. In order to achieve this, several decomposition theorems have been proposed in the state-of-the-art literature. Depending on the used sensor and on the recorded scene, one can employ either coherent target decompositions (CTD) or incoherent target decompositions (ICTD) to show the physical properties of the recorded ground objects. On one hand, CTD are suitable for representing artificial, man-made scenes, where coherent, pure targets are predominant. These decompositions can characterize completely polarized scattered waves, in which case the fully polarimetric information is contained in the scattering matrix. On the other hand, ICTD are suitable for representing natural scenes, which are mainly composed of distributed scatterers. Unlike CTD, these decompositions are based on the second order polarimetric representations: the covariance and the coherence matrix. A review of the target decomposition theorems used in SAR polarimetry is available in [1] . In this paper we show that the incoherent ICA decomposition of the scattering matrix can also be employed to obtain feasible representations for PolSAR images. Since ICA is a method for blind sources separation, we expect that the derived ICA channels represent as well as possible certain types of scattering mechanisms present in the images. ICA has been employed before in PolSAR data processing in [2] and [3] . Also, in [4] and [5] Besic et al. showed the advantages of ICA decomposition over principal component analysis (PCA) decomposition in the context of nowadays very high resolution PolSAR images (heterogeneous, non-Gaussian clutter) and presented a comparison between the state-of-the-art ICA algorithms. However, a validation of ICA decomposition for PolSAR images with respect to the power of separating different scattering mechanisms has not been performed yet, as far as we know. Measures of NCD are employed in this paper to show that each derived ICA channel accurately represents a scattering mechanism. The results are compared with the state-of-the-art Pauli CTD and H/A/α ICTD. As support, a fully polarimetric SLC L-band F-SAR image over Kaufbeuren airfield, Germany, with a ground resolution of 1 m, covering about 3x7 square kilometers is used.
STATE-OF-THE-ART
Typically, a PolSAR image is represented under the form of the scattering matrix. This matrix is composed of the four polarimetric channels, which correspond to horizontal and vertical polarizations for both emitting and receiving channels:
. A simple color representation of the scattering matrix (considering the intensities of three polarimetric channels as the red, green and blue color planes) would not show the physical characteristics of the ground objects. This is the reason why CDT or ICDT have to be computed.
The coherent Pauli decomposition
As mentioned before, CDT are suitable for representing ground scenes in which coherent, pure targets are predominant. A well chosen combination of the polarimetric channels would show the underlying physical characteristics of the ground objects. Such a combination can be obtained through a vectorization of the scattering matrix in the Pauli basis. The Pauli components are grouped in the so-called scattering vector :
The three Pauli components reflect the backscattering properties of the ground objects. The first component is referred to single-bounce or odd-bounce scattering. These scattering mechanisms are common to plate, sphere or trihedral objects. The second component is referred to doublebounce or even-bounce scattering. These scattering mechanisms correspond to dihedral objects oriented at 0 or 90 degrees. Finally, the third component corresponds to dihedral objects oriented at 45 degrees. This kind of scattering is most often encountered in forest canopies.
The above statements are valid for coherent targets. But with the recent advances in the field of SAR imaging and with the continuous decrease of the resolution cell, the response of most ground targets spans over several pixels. In this case, when a particular pixel corresponds to a distributed scatterer, incoherent decompositions of the second order polarimetric representations have to be employed.
The incoherent H/A/α decomposition
The second order polarimetric representations are the covariance and the coherency matrix. The coherency matrix is obtained by multiplying the target vector with its own conjugate transpose: (2) where denotes the coherency matrix and is the conjugate transpose operator. is a , hermitian and positive semidefinite matrix. A physical characterization of ground targets cannot be extracted directly from , because of the complexity of the incoherent scattering process. Therefore, a decomposition has to be computed in order to distinguish simpler, ,,canonicalˮ responses. can be written as: (3) In equation (3) is a diagonal matrix composed of the real-valued eigenvalues of , , sorted in the decreasing order, and is a unitary matrix composed of the eigenvectors of , . Furthermore, each eigenvector can be written as: (4) From the decompositions in equations (3) and (4) we can extract a set of parameters with a physical interpretation: the entropy (H), the anisotropy (A) and the mean angle ( ):
where represents the probability of the eigenvalue .
The mean angle in equation (7) is strongly related to the physics behind the scattering process. A value close to 0 degrees corresponds to single bounce scattering, a value close to corresponds to volume scattering and a value close to corresponds to double bounce scattering. The entropy in equation (5) represents the statistical disorder, or the degree of randomness of the scattering process. A value close to 0 reveals a pure scatterer and a value close to 1 reveals a distributed scatterer. The anisotropy in equation (6) is complementary to the entropy. For entropy values close to 1, the anisotropy can discriminate certain types of scatterers, otherwise it is very noisy. In addition, a joint interpretation of the three parameters can provide very good unsupervised classification schemes. An example is the plane (Fig. 1 ).
Independent Component Analysis (ICA)
ICA is a method used for blind sources separation. In statistics it is used to retrieve some independent random variables (sources) from some linear mixtures of them (observations). If we consider linear mixtures (grouped in the matrix ) of independent components (grouped in the matrix ) the ICA problem can be written as: (8) where each column of represents an observation , each column of represents an independent source , and A contains the mixing coefficients . Solving equation (8) means finding the source matrix , as well as the mixing matrix . Since we do not have enough information to solve this system of equations, we can only find some estimates of and :
These estimates can be found by imposing some additional constraints, which come from the conditions that the sources must fulfill in order to define the ICA problem:  the sources must follow non-Gaussian distributions;  the sources must be statistically independent;
Commonly used algorithms for ICA are the FastICA [6] and the Joint Approximation Diagonalisation of Eigenmatrices (JADE) [7] . FastICA maximizes the nonGaussianity of the sources in order to retrieve the estimates one by one. JADE uses the fourth order statistics to maximize the independence between the estimated sources. In this paper, the implementation of JADE provided by the authors is used.
The Normalized Compression Distance (NCD)
The NCD is a measure of similarity between two objects, which can be text strings, documents, voice recordings, images, etc. The method uses the compressed versions of these objects (both separately and combined) to compute the degree of similarity between them. NCD can be computed using the following equation: (10) where and represent the length of the compressed versions of the two objects separately and represents the length of the compressed version of the two objects combined. Low values of NCD means high degree of similarity, while high values of NCD means low degree of similarity.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this paper a high resolution polarimetric F-SAR image was used for experiments. The high heterogeneity is given by the small size of the resolution cell and by the rich texture of the urban area. The high heterogeneity cancels the Gaussian hypothesis. This fact can be noticed in Fig. 2 : Fig. 2 . Histograms of F-SAR data, HV polarization, against the normal probability distribution. a) real part; b) imaginary part
The non-Gaussian probability distribution of this PolSAR image justifies the use of ICA. An example of ICA applied on SAR data is shown in Fig. 3 . Three patches representing three different classes were selected and three linear combinations of them were computed. By using ICA, estimates of the three initial patches were successfully retrieved. In order to validate the high quality of ICA decomposition three steps were followed. Firstly, three ICA channels were estimated considering the three polarimetric channels as mixtures of the different scattering mechanisms on the ground (recordings), as it is detailed in equation 11.
(11) After this computation a modified version of the original PolSAR image was taken into consideration, composed of nine channels instead of three: three Pauli channels, three H/A/α channels and three ICA channels. These nine channels were used for experiments (Fig. 4) . Secondly, three different classes, representing different scattering mechanisms were identified in the image: urban areas (double bounce scattering), vegetation areas (single bounce scattering) and forest areas (volume scattering). One representative patch for each class was selected and the NCD between the selected patches and the nine channels was employed to retrieve the detection rate for each class. A 100x100 pixels window was used to slide the patches over the image and to compute the NCD at each position. The NCD threshold based on which image patches were classified was settled according to the percentage in which each class is present in the image. On the ICA channels the detection rate for each class is shown in Table 1 . Finally, at the third step the detection rate for each class was computed on all nine channels and the results were compared (Table 2) . Table 2 . Detection rates (in percentages) on the nine channels.
It can be noticed in Table 2 that the best mean overall detection accuracy was obtained on the ICA channels. Pauli channels provided close results. The worst detection rates were returned by the H/A/α channels. This was expected, since only a joint analysis of these channels can provide a physical interpretation of the recorded ground objects. But the most important result is the one written on red background cells: the urban areas (double bounce scattering) were detected with the highest accuracy on the ICA 3 channel, the vegetation areas (single bounce scattering) were detected with the highest accuracy on the ICA 2 channel, while the forest areas (volume scattering) were detected with the highest accuracy on the ICA 1 channel. In other words, the different scattering mechanisms present in the recorded scene were successfully separated by ICA, each one being better detected in a specific ICA channel.
CONCLUSIONS
In order to show the physical characteristics of the ground objects recorded by a polarimetric SAR system, a simple color, intensity representation of the scattering matrix is not sufficient. CDT need to be employed for pure scatterers scenes, while ICDT need to be employed for distributed scatterers scenes. In the present paper it was shown that the incoherent ICA decomposition of the scattering matrix can also be used to represent PolSAR images. ICA succeeds to separate the different scattering mechanisms present in the image into different channels. This translates into a higher detection rate for each scattering mechanism, if the appropriate ICA channel is considered.
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